ALIA Information Online 2017 Conference
Call for posters
The ALIA Information Online 2017 program committee invites poster submissions relating to the
conference theme Data | Information | Knowledge.
A Poster is a visual presentation that is less formal than the oral presentation. They give presenters
an opportunity to interact with conference delegates when they view the poster. Poster presenters
will be provided with a board area roughly 1.2w x1.8h (size to be confirmed). Poster presentations
will be allocated set times during the conference where you will be able to discuss the poster with
delegates. At other times the posters will be available for people to view. All accepted poster
presenters are also asked to submit a digital version of your poster for publication on the
conference website.
In considering your proposal, we ask you to respond to our conference theme: Data | Information
| Knowledge.
You are invited to consider a range of topics relevant to the information and online environment.
Here are some thought starters:
Data and information discovery – How are you making data accessible? How is your library or
information service enhancing search and discovery? Have you ventured into linked data? What
are the big discovery issues we need to be thinking about?
Little but nimble – APIs and widgets – Can we make change one small tool at a time?
UX – How do we consider the user experience in design and planning? What have been your
significant learnings?
Learning and risk taking – We always hear about the success stories, but what about the “epic
failure”? Are you brave enough to discuss your experience so that we can share the learning?

Innovation in practice – What is about to revolutionise the information world? How are you planning
to integrate this technology? How have you transformed a service through technology?
Transformational innovation – What are you developing which will challenge the way we see
traditional library services? How are non-traditional partnerships opening up new opportunities?
Knowledge thinking and planning – How do we use systems to create new knowledge services?
New analytics – How can we use analytics to manage change and continue to innovate in
practice? Encompasses learning analytics and information analytics.
Content innovation – Have you used digital humanities tools or other online approaches to collect
and create new collections and services? How are initiatives such as crowd sourcing changing
how we make collections accessible?
Knowledge collaboration – No information provider can do it all alone. Tell us your stories of
collaboration with organisations in other sectors or within your organisation to innovate services.
BYO – how do we deliver in new ways to the BYO device community? Is it the same?
Poster proposals should be submitted through the online portal. The deadline for submissions is 30
September 2016.
Enquiries regarding abstract submissions can be directed to the ALIA Events Team at
events@alia.org.au.

